
Mathematis 132 { Calulus for Physial and Life Sienes 2Lab Day 1 { \In searh of a better numerial integral method"February 21, 2005BakgroundLast Friday in lass we disussed the LEFT (n), RIGHT (n),MID(n), and TRAP (n)methods for approximating de�nite integrals (the left-, right-, and midpoint Riemann sumswere not new; the trapezoidal method was new). We have seen the following patterns (somemore than one!):� If f is inreasing on [a; b℄, then LEFT (n) gives an underestimate of R ba f(x) dx for alln. If f is dereasing on [a; b℄, then LEFT (n) gives an overerestimate of R ba f(x) dx forall n.� If f is dereasing on [a; b℄, then RIGHT (n) gives an undererestimate of R ba f(x) dx forall n. If f is inreasing on [a; b℄, then LEFT (n) gives an overerestimate of R ba f(x) dxfor all n.� Whether TRAP (n) is an under- or over-estimate of R ba f(x) dx depends on the on-avity of f . If f is onave up on [a; b℄, then TRAP (n) will give an overestimate ofthe integral. If f is onave down on [a; b℄, then TRAP (n) will give an underestimateof the integral.� Whether MID(n) is an under- or over-estimate of R ba f(x) dx also depends on theonavity of f , and we want to understand this as well.Today, we will gather some data on these methods by looking at several examples, andintrodue an even better method obtained by ombining two of these methods in an ap-propriate way.Maple Commands and ExamplesThe ommands for �nding the left, right, and midpoint sums are ontained in thestudent pakage. Start by entering with(student);to load this.The ommands we will use in the lab are:� leftbox, middlebox, rightbox whih draw graphial representations of the left-,midpoint, and right-hand Riemann sums for a given funtion, and� leftsum, middlesum, rightsum whih ompute the left-, midpoint, and right-handRiemann sums of a given funtion (as formulas). For instane, try entering the follow-ing ommands to see the pitures for the left- and right-hand sums for f(x) = t2�3t+4on [a; b℄ = [0; 2℄ with n = 5 subdivisions:leftbox(t^2 - 3*t + 4, t=0..2,5);1



rightbox(t^2 - 3*t + 4, t=0..2,5);To see the numerial values of the left-hand, midpoint, and right-hand sums (that isLEFT (5);MID(5), and RIGHT (5)) you an enter ommands like this:evalf(leftsum(t^2 - 3*t + 4, t=0..2, 5));evalf(middlesum(t^2 - 3*t + 4, t=0..2, 5));evalf(rightsum(t^2 - 3*t + 4, t=0..2, 5));There is a similar ommand for the trapezoidal rule. This does TRAP (5) for the samefuntion as above: evalf(trapezoid(t^2 - 3*t + 4, t=0..2, 5));If you leave o� the evalf( ) around the leftsum or rightsum, an you see what theoutput means?As you an probably guess now, the format for all of these ommands is: the ommandname, open parenthesis, the formula for the funtion f , omma, t =, then the endpoints,separated by two periods, another omma, then the number n, followed by the loseparenthesis, then the semiolon.We will also need to be able to get exat values (or at least very lose approximations)to our integrals. This is done in Maple by ommands like this:int(t^2 - 3*t + 4, t=0..2);evalf(Int(t^2 - 3*t + 4, t=0..2));Try these and look losely at the output. The �rst applies the FTC and gives the exatvalue. The seond applies Maple's \super-aurate" numerial methods to give a deimalapproximation that is orret to 8 or 9 deimal plaes at least. (Note the apital I on theInt here { it's important, but it's slightly ompliated to explain exatly what it means {\don't ask" unless you really want to get a peek \under the hood" at what Maple atuallydoes with your input ommands(!).) There will be some ases where Maple will not beable to �nd an antiderivative of the f you give it; in that ase the output will be the sameintegral bak again. For instane tryint(exp(x^3), x=0..1);This means that Maple was unable to �nd an elementary antiderivative for the funtionf(x) = ex3 , so it ould not arry out the FTC to �nd the de�nite integral. (In fat this isan example where no elementary antiderivative exists.)Lab ProblemsA) For eah of the following integrals,1) Compute an aurate numerial approximation using the evalf(Int(funtion,limits)); ommand as desribed above. We will treat this as our exat value{ it's the most aurate estimate we know!2



2) Compute LEFT (n), RIGHT (n), MID(n), and TRAP (n) approximations forn = 5; 10; 20; 40; 80; 160, and ompute the errors this way:exat value� approximate valuewithout taking the absolute value, inluding the sign. (A negative sign meansthat the approximate value is larger than the exat value, and a positive signmeans that the approximate value is smaller than the exat value.) Arrange yourdata into three tables (one table for eah of the integrals). In eah table, givethe approximation and the error for the six di�erent n values for eah of thefour di�erent methods (LEFT, RIGHT, MID, TRAP). (Note: Maple has a built-in spreadsheet feature that you an use to make these tables. Look under theInsert pulldown menu on the toolbar. The online Help has information about thisoption. You an also make the tables \by hand" in a text region if you prefer.)Integrals:1) R 20 e�x2=10 dx (enter the funtion as exp(-x^2/10))2) R 52 sin xx dx3) R 10 p1 + x4 dx (enter the funtion as sqrt(1+x^4))B) Now we want to look for some patterns in our data.1) For eah integral and eah method separately, do you notie any onsistent pat-tern when you ompare the size of the error with a given n and with n twie aslarge (e.g. the error for MID(10) vs. the error for MID(20), or the error forTRAP (40) vs. the error for TRAP (80))? Is the pattern the same for all of themethods, or does it vary?2) Do you notie any onsistent pattern when you ompare the sizes of the errors forthe four di�erent methods on the same integral, with the same n? In partiular,what is the approximate relation between the size of the errors for the TRAP andMID methods (for the same integral and the same n), and how are the signs ofthe two errors related?3) How is the sign of the error for MID(n) related to the onavity of y = f(x)on the interval [a; b℄? You will probably want to plot the funtions to see theonavity!C) One ommonly-used better integration method is alled Simpson's Rule (no, it's notnamed for Homer Simpson!) One way to write the formula for Simpson's rule is:SIMP (n) = 2 �MID(n) + TRAP (n)3There is another ommand alled simpson in the student pakage in Maple that usesthis method to ompute approximate values of integrals.3



1) Try it on the examples from question A, and ompare the sizes of the errors forSimpson's Rule and the other methods for eah n = 5; 10; 20; 40; 80; 160.2) Why is Simpson's Rule apparently more aurate? (Hint: Think about youranswer to part 2 of question B).AssignmentIndividual lab write-ups, due Monday, February 28.
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